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Introduction 
You came here for a reason. You may be brand new to the
world of Instagram (yes you’re late) or you might be a Social
Media Powerhouse and already hooked on all of the Social

Media Secrets Angela Giles and Rachel Hague are sharing with
the world, and your ready for the new 2021 Instagram Insight.

Or your friend told you to get this guide and you are wondering
what the fuss is about and how it can really benefit you and

your business.  

Either way we are glad you are here!

Before you dive into this guide I want you to ask yourself
are you ready to get out of your old ways of procrastinating

“Ill do it later” and snap into focus? Are you posting
throughout your day? Using all 5 platforms Instagram

offers? Are you engaging with other businesse? Do you
have the time and resources it takes to build a large tribe
of followers? Are you committed to be consistent? If the

answer is “No” or “Maybe“ to any of these questions,
Instagram may not be the right fit for your brand. and that

leads me right into...  



 Then, I ran across the account of @thinkgrowprosper,
who posts all kinds of amazing quotes and I was hooked.
Every day, I would go to their account and see what they

had shared. Their daily shares inspired and motivated
me. Not only that but I started getting excited every time
they posted a story I would check their profile 10x a day

just to get a new boost of motivation.   

My confession.....

Meet Angela  Giles 

I thought Instagram was
a waste of time...well, for
me anyway. I am not a
big picture taker and

couldn’t fathom how it
could benefit my brand

at first glance.  

   Then it hit me why not start my own stream of
awesome inspiration to not only inspire myself but other
entrepreneurs that needed that little nudge to keep on
going! So that is exactly what I did!! And now I am going

to share with you how I did it!                  



I’ve always been one to make friends anywhere I go and on instagram
it was mind blowing to me that I could cross paths with millions of

people that I may never run into if it wasn’t for social media. I started
seeking funny content to make me laugh, inspirational pages to
motivate me, fitness influencers to learn from and eventually I

decided that I didn’t want to just consume anymore. I wanted to
create content so I could help others the way that influencers helped
me and thats exactly what I did. I started documenting my whole life
on instagram, collabing with other creators, reaching out to brands

and BOOM I started my journey of being a influencer. Except there’s a
catch.........

 

I on the other hand have always
been obsessed with instagram..

My parents joke that its a
generational thing but

personally Instagram inspires
me In many different ways.

 

Meet Rachel Hague 

Instagram changes their algorithm just about every second
they get, they like to keep their users on their toes. I dont
like secrets so I’ve taken the time to research the ins and

outs of Instagram 2021 and I’m here to share those
secrets with you!

Here we go...



Instagram Vs. Business 
 Before we get into the fundamentals of Instagram the
first step is turning your page from a personal account

to a Business Account.  

If you switch to a business account you will no longer be able to
set your account to private. 

Features Included in Business Account 
-See Analytics On your post.  

-Promote your posts 
-Have easier reach to new following.

- Simplified Inbox/ Quick Replies 

 
1.Go to your profile and tap the menu icon on the top

right corner.
2.Tap Settings.
3.Tap Account.

4.Tap Switch to Business Account.
(We recommend that you connect your business account
to a Facebook Page that is associated with your business.
This will make it easier to use all of the features available

for businesses. Only one Facebook Page can be
connected to your Instagram account.)

5.Add details, like your business category and contact
information.
6.Tap Done.



 

When we say everything we mean
EVERYTHING since instagram lauched back in

2010 the platform is constantly growing!
Instagram now offers numerous ways to reach

your following.... 

Instagram Feed Posts
Instagram Stories 

Highlights
Instagram IGTV
Instagram Reels 

Instagram Store/ Shop

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Which means we are working 5x harder to
make content but reaching new faces to
follow 100x more! If you are not taking

advantage of everything the platform has
to offer you are not maximizing your

reach! 
Let us break it down for you....

Everything Instagram Offers 



If you would like to learn
about Instagram Feed
Ads ask us about our

influencer guide.  

Instagram Feed 
Instagram feed is the holy grail of instagram it is the first thing that

people see when hopping on and we want your post to be what
catches their attention!

This is where we get into the
psychology of instagram. People

tend to be attracted to pages that
are appealing to the eye. YES we
know everyone’s perspective is

different but thats where you come
in. You want to customize your feed

to what you find appealing and
stick with it!  

Pick a color scheme and stick with it! Wether thats sticking to one
filter, a set of presets or always having trees in your photos you dont
want your feed to come off messy pick one scheme of 1-3 colors that

you want to  focus on and form all of your posts around it!

1.

2. Quality, sounds cliche but you
wouldn’t want to be scrolling through a

famous photographers platform and see
a professional photo next to a photo

taken on a fuzzy 2009 Android camera.
Quality Over quantity! Take the time to

take photos that have good natural
lighting,, a decent camera, and good
angles. Remember you are not only

representing your brand but if you want
to be a big deal you need to post like you

are already a big deal.   



3. Majority of people choose random pictures and
just upload as they please. Taking your profile to
the next level comes with alittle more thought.
After posting, your posts will be showcased on
your feed as a form of a resume for your brand

you dont want a unorginized resume.  

Instagram Feed

Plan your Feed Layout:

There are hundreds of Apps
available too help you stay
organized with your feed

but we have linked a couple
for you to choose from. 

 These apps will help you do
everything from color

coordinating and organizing
your feed, planning your
captions and scheduling

your posts.  



Breaking Down your Feed Post
Caption: Your caption this is where you
can speak to your audience be simple

or spark a long conversation either way
add your personality and add a CTA.

Give the the viewers a reason to want to
comment and engage with this image.  

Tag: tag those involved in the photo
not only will it notify them but your

photo can now be seen on their
tagged page of their profile.  

Business Partner: If you are
paid to post your photo through
another brand this is where you
want to add that company’s tag,

to be transparent with your
audience. 

Location: Not required, If you post
a location on your photo your

audience will be able to see that
location tag. Others may also find

your photo from that location tag.  

Advanced Settings:  Under Advanced settings you want to select
the ALT Text option, in this area you want to fully describe your
photo using key words that will drive traffic to your photo. This

setting is for those that are visually impaired BUT the algorithm will
push your photo to a wider audience due to your key words used.  

  



Hashtags 
Hashtags are either underrated or overrated by users we

are here to help you find a happy medium!  

Make your posts searchable.
Encourage hashtag shares amount

your audience.  

Two Main Functions
1.
2.

The Less Is More mentality seems to work best when it comes to
hashtags. Rather than trying to cram dozens of hashtags into your
captions you want to choose just a couple that are specific to the

photo/video you are sharing.  

You want to choose 1-4 Hashtags a
combination of branded for instance if you
are marketing Starbucks, #Starbucks then
a couple more broader tags for example,

#coffee #sugarfix #coffeeshop

Use your branded hashtag to take the load off a bit, once you have
a hashtag up and running you can let your followers do some of
the instagram work for you, you can encourage your clients to

post content under that tag, of your product, at your facility etc.
This allows you to stay in contact and see these posts but also

save them to use as your own (with a tag). 



Instagram Stories 

 

YEP I’m talking about those cute little bubbles that always
steal your attention the second you jump on the app.

STORIES!

Use all of Instagram Stories Features 1.
 Location-  Reach a near by audience, direct your audience to a

specific place.
Hashtags- outreach your story beyond just your following. 

Tag others-  Get your story shared on others profile to reach
their following as well. 

Music- Keep your audience attention the entire story. 
Poll/ Questions/ Quiz- Engage your audience, rather than

letting them click through your story give them a call to action
This will increase your engament and keep your views interest. 
Countdown- This feature can help build anticipation, use count

downs to market your posts and events, not only will your viewers
stay watching waiting for the release it also gives them the option
to share it to their stories to engage their own following in YOUR

content. 
Gift cards/ Food Orders - You can now sell gift cards or if you
own a food company produce orders for your following on your

story and they can share it! 
 



You can use IG stories to promote
everything for 24/hours!

 
-Promote your feed posts.

 
-Shout out other pages, this is where you can
compliment others, build a family environment

on your page.
 

-Show the face of your brand, this is where
you can be more genuine through the day,

rather than a fancy post, sit down and talk to
your audience this takes your profile to the next
level rather than being a bot on your gram you

are showing that you are a genuine user.  
 

-Use Text, we all do it and click through stories.
If you are posting a video on your story add text

to grab the viewers attention! 
 

Story Uses 



Instagram Highlights 
Its in the name highlights just like you would highlight what’s
important in a textbook  this is where you can organize your

most important stories to stay on your page for forever (not just
24hours) 

This is just a slight
example of the

thousands of ways
you can style your
highlight section.
Not only can you

divide your content
into categories but

you can choose  the
cover photo to 

 each highlight to
Add to the theme 
 of your profile and

make your page
authentic. 

 

*to design a highlight  click the new + symbol select your stories 
to add, click edit cover to choose the cover

 of your highlight (everything even the cover image must be previously posted to your
story for 24/hr, then name your highlight and BOOM you’re a pro instagrammer.*



If you have opened up to the world of TikTok
then you already have insight on Instagram

Reels because it is a copy and paste of TikTok
LITERALLY.  

Majority of Creators are simply copy and pasting their tiktok content to
Instagram reels and it is working! If you already have a Tiktok and you
are creating content on there or not ... I highly recommend asking us
about our Tiktok guide because it will maximize your Reels as well! 

Reels is instagrams newest feature and
it is flourishing! These are short attention

grabbing videos that not only can be
shared on your feed but also have a

chance of getting you on the Discovery
Page (only if your IG is public)  where

thousands of people that dont follow
you can view your video!  AND it has its
own feed tab where everyone can scroll
for hours through videos created by any
and everyone. YEP people that DONT

follow you will see your Reels.  

Instagram Reels 



Features of Instagram
Reels 

Audio: You can search for a song from Instagram
Music Library or use your own Original Audio. If you

choose to use Original Audio others can now use
YOUR sound on THEIR reels.  

Timer: To record handsfree.
3...2...1... GO! 

Speed: Choose to speed up or slow down  
part of your video or audio, make a slow

motion video or a speedy one.  

Length: Choose to make a 15-30 second  video.
Remember short videos are good! Reels are made

to grab attention and make the viewer want to
watch more!   

Effects: Select one of the  many effects, these
effects are made from both instagram and

other creators! You can used multiple effects in
different clips of your reel.  



IGTV  is the place to be when you are
trying to educate your audience, these

videos can also be shared to your Feed to
reach your audience or you can create
video Series to organize your videos by

topic on your page.   

IGTV is built for Vertical Video keep that in mind
while filming!  

Opposite of Instagram Reels, IGTV focus on Longer Videos these are
videos are best when around 2-3 minutes longer than a reel or

normal video feed post but short enough to still grab your
audiences attention.  

Title: You want an eye catching title with
keywords regarding your topic of your video.  
Description: This is your caption, talk about

what your video consists of, tag those
involved, use hashtags of key words regarding

your video.
Post a Preview: You can choose to show this

video on your main feed or not. 
 

Instagram IGTV 

You will come accross various options when
Posting your IGTV. 

MAKE A EYE CATCHING COVER  



Instagram Shops is one of the apps newest features
and was created specifically for businesses to maximize

their sales on Instagram.  Viewers can now, browse
products, explore collections And purchase products

without leaving the app. 

Instagram Shop  

You must have a Business account.   1.

2. Confirm your eligibility. 
Must be Located in a supported Market, have eligible product, must comply

with merchant agreement andall policies, and own a website domain. 

See Page 6  

3. Connect your Business Facebook Page  
 

4. Upload Product Catalog 
Through Product Manager “do it yourself“ method on the Facebook Business

Account or you can choose a certified e-commerce platform to connect. 
Exp: Shopify

5. Account Review Process
In setting select “ Sign up for shopping” once your shop is submitted for review

you will have to wait typically 2-7 days for shop approval. Once approved you can
select your catalog and connect it to your page.  

6. Start Tagging 
You will now be able to tag the catalog products from your

feed posts and stories. 
Instagram Shops is a whole new world and can be very complex. If you need

assistance building your shop or are ready to more forward in the next steps to
having a successful, Instagram Shop please reach out to us regarding our

Instagram Influencer Guide.  



Your Username and Bio are the first thing that people see it is
the most important! I’m sorry but nobody wants to buy anything
from @cuttiepie765937  At least nothing that you are trying to

market (I hope) 

Bio: This is where you have 150 characters to describe yourself/
your company this is where you inform others about what you

have to offer and what your page consists of. Add your branded
hashtag to in courage tagging and sharing. 

Your profile photo is like the cover to your book and I
hate to break it to ya but people do often judge a book

by its cover. You want your profile picture to be a
direct representation of your brand or You. If using
text you want it big and readable! This is where you

want to use a quality image the most.  

Your Bio 

Your Bio Should Contain :
A Clear Username: Your username should be clear as to who you

are, or what your business is. This isn’t xbox we dont want funny
usernames. Use your name or the name of your business.  

Link:  Add a link to drive traffic to your other social media plat forms,
location or your website!

Email: Be sure to add your contact email and information for clients to  
contact you! Other brands may also reach out to you for collaborations

or cross promoting. 

Your  Profile Photo



Instagram is one of those apps that you can have extreme
growth And be super happy but also If you dont understand the
Algorithm it will make you want to throw your phone at the wall

and scream. In order  to grow on instagram you have to
completely understand how they push content to their users. 

The algorithm was created to
build, essentially, customized

feeds for each of its users. It help
users  see content that is

relevant to them. Our job is to
make sure that your content is

seen by the Correct users. If not
marketed to the right group
instagram will assume your
content is irrelevant and not

push it at all.   

The Algorithm 

How to Beat the Algorithm   
Keep in mind that what you are trying to “beat” is a

hundred bots that know everything about every users
interests, what they click on, how long they look at each
post, everything. Rather than trying to beat it your focus
should be working with the algorithm and knowing who
your target audience is to maximize your growth, thats

what we are here to show you!  



 

This will tell you Age, Gender, Location, Times Online and give you
insight on who your followers are and which posts they engage with
the most. This will help you to know how to tend to your audience.  

Would you hire someone that only Showed up to work once
and awhile? I hope not! Then ask yourself why are you not

posting consistently? 

The less you post the less likely people
are to see your posts, that doesn’t
mean post 100x a day ( we will get
into that later) but you want to be

active in all forms of instagram as we
talked about above. Posting these

consistently everyday and throughout
the week will give your following

multiple reminders throughout the
day to think about your page

everytime they enter the app. 

Working with the Algorithm 
Analytics

If you haven’t already you want to switch
your account to a business account this

will give you access to precious
information about your followers.  

Consistency 



Developing your Strategy 

Your content MUST....
Educate  1.

2. Inspire 

3. Entertain 

Share Knowledge you already know. Wether you are a fitness guru,
social media guru, geologist, architect or you’ve gotten your heart
broken too many times and want to spread some knowledge on
how to survive it, Whatever it is this is when you need to TEACH.

Your audience.

Share your journey. Yes I’m sure what you do is inspiring, but this is
where you need to dig deep into the core of your content and dig out

the feelings in your audience that will hold them to viewing your
content over and over again. This is when you share your before and
afters, success stories, your business story, your WHY ( yesss we will

build that too.)  GET EMOTIONAL but dont cry. 

Show your personality, lifestyle and humor. Regardless of what
business you are running your audience wants to connect with you

on a real level. Your content cant be 100% serious all the time it
needs to be genuine, we are all human wether we are running a
million dollar company or building a small business out of our

garage. Show behind the scenes, shout out your hardest working
employee, put some music on and dance in your office for a minute

this is where you add alittle bit of YOU to your company.  



Okay we are about to hit you with the typical new year new
me goal questions! Ask yourself what kind of content do you

want to spread to your audience this year?

Here is how to create a plan for 30
days worth of content. 

The Plan  

5 Pillars : Known For 
-
-
-
-
-
 

7 Days a Week 

Monday: 
Tuesday: 

Wednesday: 
Thursday: 

Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday: 

Each Pillar:
4 Pieces of Content  

Pillar 1:  

Pillar 2:

Pillar 3:  

Pillar 4: 

Pillar 5: 

For Example:  If you are
a fitness guru, your

pillars could be
Weightlifting,

Stretching, Mindset,
Diet, Humor  

Divide over days example: 

Weightlifting 
Humor 

Diet 
Stretching 

Weightlifting 
Mindset 

Diet 

Weightlifting 
- Leg Day  Video         
-Proper Form IGTV

-Lifting safety Photo
- Upper Body Workout Story    



Each Month
Should Contain 

 - 3 Feed Posts/ Week 
- 8-10 Story Posts/ Week 

- 4-7 Reels/ Week 
- 1-3 IGTV/ Week 

We know this is a lot! Take time to plan out your content, figure out
your WHY, what messages you want to portray, what are you teaching,

when you are going to film, photograph and make each post. It may
be a lot but if you want to be a successful instagramer and maximize

your business it needs to be done you got this!  



As much as we want the dopamine  rush of a
thousand notifications just flooding in from

doing nothing thats not how it works, at least
not at the start. You need to put out the effort

that you want in return.  

Engament is probably one of the MOST IMPORTANT
guides to conquering a successful instagram page. So grab

our notebook and lets dive in!  

Engagement 

Turn your Instagram into a community..  
Like/ Comment/ Save other brands posts that are similar to

your own. Their community is the same people that you want to
attract to your own page. Do the same to your current

customers, people that are showing your profile attention you
want to do the same to them, it will show that their love is

appreciated and show the Algorithm that you are friends with
this person making your post the top of their feed.    

We cant stress this enough how important it is to be
genuine! It is easy for instagram to turn into a numbers
game. Genuine engagement is far more valuable than

fake engagement.  



Engagement 
Golden Nugget:  During our sales career, one of the things we
have found is that less than 50% of sales people actually ask for

the sale when making a successful close.
 

Crazy right? We’ve also noticed the same trend on Instagram!
 Business owners that are using Instagram as part of their

marketing strategy are providing great content to their followers
just like good sales people who are providing incredible

information to their potential clients.
 

 Here is the problem…a good portion of these great Instagramers
are not including a direct call to action (CTA) in their marketing
strategy. Their marketing strategy if very passive and they are
losing out on a huge amount of profit. The right proportion of

valuable content and CTA is essential.
I recommend using this sales strategy that works like magic.

Follow the Golden Rule of 80/20. It's as simple as 80% of your
content should be patient, steady interactions with your

community. These interactions must be value-based that will help
build your relationship with your followers. Then 20% of the time,

you offer that direct CTA, where you go for the sale. 
Be sure that your CTA flows in alignment with your most popular

content to ensure that it feels natural to your potential buyer.
Essentially, it screams "authentic." People buy from brands and

salespersons that are authentic and that they can relate to.

The SALE 



Once you have gotten your profile in top notch
shape from your Bio, Content Ideas, Creating

your Posts, Scheduling, Posting, Engaging and
Understanding/Using everything  Instagram

has to offer. You may be ready for the next step as
an influencer making money from ads, promoting

your posts and getting brand deals from other
company’s. If this is your end goal and your ready to

level up reach out to us about our   

Instagram Influencer Guide 
If all of this info is alittle ovewhelming OR you just
dont have time to manage all of this Insta tips into
your schedule DON’T WORRY we are glad to do it

for you!  

 

Shoot an email to
Rachel.angelagiles@gmail.com 

or call 702-417-5655  to schedule a call with both
Angela Giles & Rachel Hague so we can discuss your

Insta-Goals! 


